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About This Game

Saturday Morning RPG is an episodic JRPG set in world heavily inspired by 1980s Saturday morning cartoons and pop culture.
Players take the role of Martin "Marty" Michael Hall, an average high-school student who has just been granted an incredible
power - a power that ultimately leads him to attract the ire of the world's most notorious villain, Commander Hood! Saturday
Morning RPG features a full soundtrack by legendary composer Vince DiCola (Transformers: The Animated Movie, Rocky IV)

and his composing partner, Kenny Meriedeth (contributor for DuckTales, Power Rangers, X-Men, and others).

TECH SPECS:

Episodic Gameplay: The story and gameplay of Saturday Morning RPG takes place across several episodes, each of
which tells a complete self-contained story. Players can play any episode in any order, at any time! All of your stats and
items carry between episodes. It’s a unique spin on the tried and true New Game Plus mode. On top of that, small
decisions made in some episodes will carry forth into others – adding a layer of replay to each episode. Five episodes are
included!

Active Turn-Based Combat: Saturday Morning RPG draws quite a bit of inspiration from games like Nintendo’s Paper
Mario series. Battles in the game are turn-based, but the player is always participating by actively defending against
attacks and completing reflex tests to power up their own assaults.

Defeat Enemies With Regular Stuff: Marty fights all his battles in the game by channeling magic through everyday
objects. Use a pack of striped gum to summon rainbow zebras that trample your foes – or call upon a transforming
action figure to morph you into a semi-truck!
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Nostalgia Fueled Everything: Everything in Saturday Morning RPG centers on nostalgia. Marty receives his magical
abilities thanks to a certain kind of garish plastic notebook, he can equip scratch ‘n sniff stickers to get statistical boosts,
and he’ll traverse worlds inspired by the entire gamut of Saturday morning cartoons.

Endless Battle Mode: Take on wave after wave of enemies in an endless survival mode where resource management
becomes everything!

Optional Arena Battles: Take on powerful enemies in optional arena battles. Two fights are currently included, with
more coming as free updates.

Controller Support: Full support for game controllers.

Steam Achievements and Trading Cards: Earn over 70 achievements and collect 8 trading cards.
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Title: Saturday Morning RPG
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
Mighty Rabbit Studios
Publisher:
Actigame Publishing Corp.
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2014
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DubWars has a unique experience unlike anything I've ever seen before. Though challenging to most including myself, its
gameplay is indead one-of-a-kind. I'd personally recommend it to anyone whos in to kickass dubstep and hardcore gaming. With
that in mind, I give it a 6/10 ~ Ad8Pro | Gamerz Hotspot. I've played this game as a demo at PAX east and went on to purchase
it, let me say for anyone who is a Mechwarrior fan this is a breathe of fresh air! The part that sold me besides its gameplay
mechanics that are similar to the name above is the fact that it is not Free to Play. The Mechs are highly customizable with
decals and weapons. I believe this is still an Alpha or Beta, so it's a bit clunky and not pretty to look at but im sure when its
finished it will have sorted that all out. I highly suggest giving this game a chance to anyone who loves the battle mech simulator
genre!. Saw this was included in an gaming magazine, so i downloaded it and started playing, overall I found it quite fun, the
magical powers are cool.

Nobody plays it but it is a good concept. Dont buy unless you have a few friends to play with. This game is only decent until you
reach the final boss where it is literally near impossible to beat him. The enemies that could push you away when you're near
them will make the final fight impossible due to the fact that you will get stuck in one place and because there's 2 of them, you
get stun locked to the death. Oh btw those enemies could teleport too which is not that bad but their abilities that pushes you
away is literally a very very very very badly design game mechanic because it impedes gameplay. The final fight is literally THE
WORST level design out of any horror games I've ever played.. It's like R-Type, but not quite as good. Still, I enjoy it.
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This game is great.
And I'm not supposed to give my opinion BUT
They ruined the game by making it pay to win.
Unless you are prepared to give around 70 euros for the full game, it's not worth it.
Don't get me wrong, I love this game, But they are too greedy.
They should focus more on their main game Faeria and keeping the community alive then
trying a new game while the old still needs support.. This game's pretty neat. It's not a full-fledged racer with AI opponents and
weapons or anything, but $5 really isn't asking a lot for what you get here. It's a pretty solid endless runner that, while not having
much to offer, has some great core mechanics. The controls in particular are really good, they're responsive and fluid and it feels
great to dance around obstacles and grind along walls at breakneck speeds. It's also a really pretty game to look at; like
RadPanda said, this game looks like straight up sex on a 144hz monitor. While I can't see myself playing this for hours and
hours at a time, it's a ton of fun in short bursts and ends up being a great way to kill a bit of time. No game-breaking bugs or
crummy presentation here; DriftForce is a polished, well-made, and fairly priced indie game. I'd love to see a few new game
modes or mechanics in future updates, maybe along with just a tad more track variation, but the game is already definitely in a
state where it's easy to recommend. If you're a fan of anti-grav racers and endless runners, this game's for you.. love it!

not every bloody game needs 4k ffs.

anyway, i love the fanservice, the action combat and the story. its dark, mysterious and also a few funny moments.

did i mention fanservice? because thats top notch, no self censoring either Good Job IF/CH!. The Samaritan Paradox is an
adventure game worth playing by any dedicated fan of the genre, and although it might not be the brightest star in the sky, it will
serve well as a good entry point for newcomers. Similar to titles such as the Blackwell series or Kathy Rain, SP shares with them
the emphasis on investigation and dialogue trees rather than hardcore puzzles, but, quite unfairly, it does not share their fame.
Having played some of the above mentioned titles, I don't think it lacks either depth or story.

Ord Salamon, a cryptologist undergoing an existential crisis, finds new meaning in his life while trying to help Sara uncover the
mysterious "suicide" of her father, Jonathan Bergwall, renowned crime fiction author. As Ord discovers the missing chapters of
the deceased's last novel, he slowly reveals a conspiracy plot and some uncomfortable family secrets. The usual who-is-the-
murderer scenario has enough twists and turns to keep you thrilled up to the very end, and although not quite of my taste, the
final revelation came as an unexpected surprise.

A very interesting idea is that the fictional world of the book in question constitutes a separate game inside the game. In fact the
story of the novel and the real-time world of the investigation interact with each other; at some points you will not be able to
proceed, unless you first solve puzzles located in the literary world of Bergwall's lost book.

Another pro is that the Samaritan Paradox has few of those frustrating moments when an unsolvable puzzle ends up being a
ridiculous trick with its self-indulgent irrational 'logic'. I did resort to a walkthrough twice, but only to realise that all I needed
was to think out of the box - hardly a negative thing in adventure games. Personally, I enjoy logical puzzles far more than
investigation or time-based challenges; the game does lean toward the latter towards the end, but there were enough puzzles
scattered around to give me the satisfaction of solving them unassisted!

At the end of the day, Ord's journey in late 1980s Sweden immersed me into its pixelized universe deep enough to wake the
despised 100% completion vanity! A friendly warning to the achievment hunter tribe: there are many missable ones, and even a
second walkthrough might not reveal all of them. Be sure to make lots of save points, since many achievements are more of the
easter egg type, and make no difference to the story (hence they are easy to miss). Moreover, they don't pop up offline, so make
sure to make your saves on the right moment before you go online to have them added in your profile.

All in all, this is a well-crafted story, worth scratching beyond its surface; it will certainly leave you a bittersweet feel when the
end credits start to roll and you wave goodbye to Ord, Sara and the rest of the crew.... I really like Hazard, even in combat
training, bur Shangri-La was a bit of a disappointment, even if the 31-79 JGb215 wasn't.. A truly touching masterpiece, I have
never in my life seen such a well put together game. Easily my favorite game and 100% deserves an award for the stunning
visuals, absolutely amazing storyline, and mindblowing amount of time you are able to put into it. This game is for sure one that
you can play over and over, it gets better each time you play it. I could not recommend a game more than I do for Math Fun, it
is truly one of the best things I have ever experienced. Those who disagree with the work of art that is Math Fun, they really
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must have a sad life. This game deserves 5 stars, it's a 10/10. I suggest you play it immediately and dive into the lore and story as
soon as you can. Everytime I play through, I can't help but tear up. Definitely worth the purchase, I'd buy it 10 more times if I
could.. It´s like mario kart, but with f1 drivers
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